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Part 1: Fast & Slow Fashion Textile Speeds
Circular Design Thinking
Defining Fast & Slow
The Speedcycle: A Proportionate Approach

Part 2: DESIGN for Fast & Slow Fashion Textiles
New Fast (Design for ‘Forward Fashion’) Ultra Fast Forward
New Slow (Design for ‘Forever Fashion’) Super Long Lasting

Conclusion

Introduction



Days 1 & 2 - how this fits in

Are we thinking FAST or SLOW right now?





Context of Fashion Product





“Designed to be cheap, easy, and rapid to produce; fast fashion 
draws on low-cost materials and labor, short lead times, and 
efficient large volume production. Garments are often bought in 
multiples and discarded quickly for they have little perceived value. 
Fabric quality is poor and garment construction often fails to 
withstand laundering, promoting rapid replacement.” 

(Fletcher, 2010)

Defining Fast & Slow



Today’s Fast & Faster Fashion

….and it’s getting even faster…….

Defining Fast & Slow



The model of ’slow’ in fashion is 
a long-standing one, being a 
solution throughout history and 
in many cultures, of applying 
craft skills to make products of 
aesthetic longevity, using 
materials with lasting value. In 
fashion terms, ‘ Haute Couture’ 
has always adopted this 
approach. Affluent clients can 
select garments from beautifully 
made collections, with 
opportunities for ‘ bespoke’, 
customised detailing. 

Slow Fashion as an Antidote to Fast
Defining Fast & Slow



Defining Fast & Slow

A new breed of 
producer is 
emerging as 
entering fashion 
business 
successfully & 
some fashion 
labels are also 
prioritizing 
durability and 
longevity in 
their product 
ranges….



Slow: Long Life Fashion



Slow: Long Life Fashion



Slow: Long Life Fashion



Slow: Long Life Fashion



The Speedcycle: A Proportionate Approach

SLOW / SHORT LIFE
Extending the Use phase 
brings down the 
‘environmental ‘cost per 
wear’

Challenges:
To encourage the user to keep the product for 

longer (emotional as well as physical 
durability)

To reduce the impacts during the use phase 
(low impact laundry practices)

To achieve durability in materials without 
sacrificing material recovery at end of life.



The Speedcycle: A Proportionate Approach

FAST / SHORT LIFE
Reducing the Use phase 
places more emphasis on 
materials, production and 
recovery impacts.

Challenges:
Trying to make fast slower will not work (the 

models are incompatible) 
How can we make fast less impactful during 

the material and production phases?
Can we build the notion of speed and ease into 

the whole cycle….including super efficient 
materials recovery?



The Elephant in the Room…



Fast: & Circular Fashion



Fast: & Circular Fashion
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Fast: & Circular Fashion



Fast: & Circular Fashion



Fast: & Circular Fashion



Fast: & Circular Fashion

Manufacture NY



FORWARD FASHION
Materials – compostable , recyclable
Production – distributed, digital
Use – no launder, services
Disposal – clear route to recycling

Ultra Fast Forward



Fast: & Circular Fashion



Fast: & Circular Fashion



Ultra Fast Forward



Ultra Fast Forward



Ultra Fast Forward



Ultra Fast Forward



Ultra Fast Forward



FORWARD FASHION
Materials – compostable , recyclable, 
monomaterial
Production – distributed, digital, connected, 
adaptable, low impact
Use – no launder, services, short life
Disposal – clear route to recycling, 

multiple loops back to the raw material

Ultra Fast Forward



Super Long Lasting

FOREVER FASHION
Materials – durable, resilient
Production – quality, craftmanship
Use – repair, services
Disposal – clear route to reuse/recycling



Super Long Lasting



Super Long Lasting



Super Long Lasting



Super Long Lasting



Super Long Lasting



Super Long Lasting



Super Long Lasting



Super Long Lasting



Fast: & Circular Fashion

Brooklyn Accelerator



Super Long Lasting

FOREVER FASHION
Materials – durable, resilient, adaptable
Production – quality, craftmanship, open, engaged,

participatory
Use – repair, services, styling, remaking
Disposal – clear route to reuse/recycling, 

multiple loops back to the cycle 



How can we find our product ‘cruise control’ in practice?



Mistra Future Fashion 2 (2015 – 2019)



Trash-2-Cash, www.trash2cashproject.eu



Trash-2-Cash



Trash-2-Cash

Design-driven 
Material Innovation
(DDMI)



Find out more…
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Are You Fast or Slow? 

Participants show or describe a product they have made, or failing that own, 
within the 5 typologies of MFF – jeans, jacket, dress, t-shirt and hospital 

gown. 

Addressing 3 things:  what it made from and how it was manufactured 
(Materials), what the business model is (Models), and what the user 

experience of the product is (Mindset).



Designing for Fast/er Circular Textile Products

Task 2 – Groups work with a speeding ticket on redesigning one of the products from the 
wall. Show & Tell. 

Noting common ‘fast’ attributes – or barriers and opportunities? - within framework of 
Materials, Models, Mindsets. 



Designing for Slow/er Circular Textile Products

Task 3 – Groups work with a speeding ticket on redesigning one of the products from the 
wall. Show & Tell. 

Noting common ‘slow’ attributes – or barriers and opportunities? - within framework of 
Materials, Models, Mindsets. 



Tip & Tops?

What tips should I feedback to the team?
What is good about the research and the workshop?


